The Royal Navy
1672

First Rates.
Royal Sovereign  92
Charles           96
St. Andrew       96
London           96
Prince           100
Royal James      100 Burned by Dutch fireship, Solebay, 28/5/1672
St. Michael      98

Second Rates
Rainbow          56 Very old
St. George       66 Very old
Triumph          70 Very old
Unicorn          68
Old James        70
Henry            82
Royal Katherine  76
Victory          76
French Ruby      80

Third Rates
Mary             58
Dunkirk          58
Fairfax          60
Plymouth         58
Henrietta        58
Gloucester       58
Revenge          58
Montagu          58
Anne             58 Accidentally blew up, Sheerness, 2/12/1673
Dreadnought      58
York             58
Lyon             58
Monck            58
Cambridge        64
Warspight        64
Rupert           64
Resolution       64
Monmouth         64
Edgar            72

Fourth Rates
Assurance        38
Adventure        38
Tiger            40
Dragon               40
Assistance           46
Reserve              48
Advice               48
Portsmouth           44
Foresight            48
Centurion            48
Bonaventure          48
Diamond              48
Ruby                 48
Kent                 46

Portsmouth           44
Foresight            48
Centurion            48
Bonaventure          48
Diamond              48
Ruby                 48
Kent                 46  Wrecked near Winterton,
                        15/10/1672.

Portland             48
Bristol              52
Swallow              48
Antelope             52
Hampshire            42
Newcastle            50
Yarmouth             52
Happy Return          52
Jersey               50
Mary Rose             50
Dover                46
Crown                48
Leopard              56
Princess             52
Greenwich            58
St. Paul             50
Stadhouse Van Harlem 46

Fifth Rates

Nightingale          32  Wrecked on Goodwin Sands,
                        ?/1/1674.
Pearl                32
Eagle                32
Garland              38
Guernsey             30
Milford              28
Norwich              30
Dartmouth            32
Richmond             28
Speedwell            28
Forester             30  Blew up, accidentally, in the
                        Mediterranean, ?/11/1672.
Success              36
Falcon               36
Sweepstakes          36
Nonsuch              36
Phoenix              40
Holmes               28
French Victory       38  Taken from the French, 28/5/1672.
Algier                32  Wrecked, ?/6/1673.

Sixth Rates
Drake 16
Fanfan 4
Francis 6
Roebuck 16
Saldadoes 10
Lion 10

Ketches

Eaglet 8
Swallow 6
Deptford 10
Portsmouth 10 Taken, by the Dutch, ?/10/1673.
Quaker 10

Pinks

Hart 8

Sloops

Spy 4
Emsworth 4
Portsmouth 4 Taken, by the Dutch, ?/7/1672.
Prevention 4

Hoys

Marigold nil
Harwich nil
Unity nil
Lighter nil

Smacks

Royal Escape 4
Swan nil
Tower 4

Yachts

Mary 8
Bezan 4
Anne 8
Katherine 10 Taken, by the Dutch, ?/?/1673.
Jemmy 4
Henrietta 12 Sunk in action, off Texel, 11/8/1673
Merlin 6
Monmouth 6
Kitchen 6
Cleveland 4
Queenborough 8
Fireships

Bull 4
Golden Hand 6 Foundered, off Dutch coast, ?/8/1673.
Truelove 2 Expended in action at Texel 11/8/1673.

Other vessels

Hardereen, flyboat 4
Margaret, galley ? Sank, in Mediterranean.
Adam and Eve, galliot ?
Black Dog, galliot ?
James, hoy ?
Hope, hoy ?
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